ALLENSTADT DP CENTER

HEADQUARTERS
UNRRA AREA TEAM 1062
LUGSBURG, GERMANY
APO 757 U.S. ARMY

TELEPHONE SCHONGAU 212
ALLENSTADT MILITARY 17

DATE: March 21st, 1947

TO: Branch Chief, Bureau of Documents & Tracing
FROM: Deputy Director, UNRRA Team 1062, Altenstadt

SUBJECT: Deceased inmates of DP Center Altenstadt

1. Sobaszek Zbigniew
2. Szymanska Halina
3. Pfeifer Maria-Ewa
4. Traczynko Stanislaw
5. Gudarowski Rydzard
6. Potoczny Jozef
7. Muras Richard
8. Tarnecki Czeslaw
9. Labuda Henryk
10. Jankowski Wieslaw

DP2 Index
Enclosed please find DP 2 cards in duplicate and civilian death certificates from a/m persons.

Enclosures: 3

22.3.47

Anne Waybur
Center Deputy Director.

Karl Metz & Co. (M.B. Schongau)

Repatriation is rehabilitation
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